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GEOGRAPHY OF THE LAURENTIAN BASIN. 

BY 

ISRAEL C. RUSSELL. 

The region surrounding the Laurentian Lakes, or Great Lakes as 
they are more commonly termed, is of low relief. No mountains, 
unless the Adirondack Hills be dignified by that name, rise within 
its borders, and -no summit furnishes sufficiently commanding views 
to enable one to judge of the relations of the topographical details 
throughout any considerable portion of that area. The geographical 
history of the region has to be patiently compiled from the reports 
of numerous observers who have explored the land and sounded the 
waters. The difficulties encountered in deciphering the records of 
past changes, on account of the low relief, are enhanced by the 
general covering of vegetation. 

Before attempting to review the leading features in the geo- 
graphical history of the region to which attention is here invited, 
it is important that we should have in mind certain facts respecting 
the lakes themselves as they exist to-day. In order to present 
some of these data in conveniernt form, the following table, com- 
piled principally from the reports of the U. S. Lake Survey, is 
inserted: 

LAURENTIAN LAKES. 

AREAS IN SQUARE MILES. MEASURES IN FEET. 

NAMES OF DEPTH 
WATER AREAS. WATER WATER- GRAPHIC ELEVA- MEAN MAXI- BELOW WATE WATR- RAPHC ELVA- mum SEA- 

SURFACE. SHED. BASIN. TION. DEPTH. DEPTH. LEVE1. 

Lake Superior ........... 31,5o6 5I,600 83,Io6 602 475 I,oo8 406 

St. Mary's River .50 800 950 ... ... ... ... 

Lake Michigan.......... 22,450 37,700 60,I50 581 325 870 289 

Lake Huron ............ 23,800 31,700 55,500 58I 250 730 I49 

St. Clair River .25 3,800 3,825 ... ... 
Lake St. Clair ........... 4IO 3,400 3,8Io 

Detroit River ....... .. . 25 I,200 I,225 ... ... ... ... 

Lake Erie .9,960 22,700 32,660 573 70 210 ... 

Niagara River .......... I5 300 315 ... .. ... .. 

Lake Ontario .7,240 2i,600 28,840 247 300 738 491 

Total ........ 95,588 I 74, 800 270,38I . .. . 
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As may be seen from this table, the lakes are of broad extent in 
reference to the area of the hydrographic basin in which they are 
situated. The ratio of lake surface to water-shed is as i to I.82. 

It has been found that the depth of water removed from the lakes 
each year by evaporation is in the neighborhood of 30 inches, or 
nearly equivalent to the direct contribution from the clouds-the 
average annual precipitation being about 35 inches. The discharge 
through the St. Lawrence, therefore, represents approximately the 
excess of rainfall over evaporation from the land area draining to it. 

The water discharged by the several lakes, is as follows :* 

St. Mary's River, outlet of Lake Supe- 
rior ....... 86,ooo cu. ft. per second. 

St. Clair River, outlet of Lakes Michigan 
and Huron .235,000 

Niagara River, outlet of Lake Erie ..... 265,0ooo 
St. Lawrence River, outlet of Lake On- 

tario .............................. 300,000 o 

The combined volume of water in the Laurentian Lakes is 6,ooo 
cubic miles, or sufficient to maintain Niagara Falls for Ioo years. 

Such are some of the leading facts in the physical geography of 
the Laurentian Lakes as they have existed since first known to 
white men. Much evidence has been obtained in reference to the 
manner in which these conditions have been brought about, and it 
has been found that the Laurentian basin has a long and remark- 
ably varied history. This geographical history may for convenience 
be divided into three portions-ancient, mediaeval and modern-in 
much the same way that human history is thus divided. The first 
division embraces the vast lapse of time preceding the Glacial 
epoch, during which the region under consideration was a land 
area; the second division includes the time from the first invasion 
of the Laurentian Basin by the ice of the Glacial epoch to the stage 
in the retreat of the ice when it began to be permanently un- 
covered; and in the third division are placed the changes that have 
occurred since the last ice sheet withdrew from the southern mar- 
gin of the region now draining to the Great Lakes. 

The Lake Region in Pre- Glacial Time. -The hydrographic basin of 
the St. Lawrence, in common with a vast area surrounding it, is 
almost everywhere covered by a sheet of unconsolidated gravel, 
clay, etc., of glacial origin, as will be more fully explained in ad- 

* L. Y. Schermerhorn, " Physical Features of the Northern and Northwestern 
Lakes," in American Journal of Science, 3d Series, Vol. 33, I887, pp. 278-284. 
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vance. The thickness of this covering varies from a few feet to 
one hundred or even a hundred and fifty or more feet. About the 
immediate borders of the present Great Lakes there is a belt of 
country, in several places from twenty to forty miles broad, which 
was formerly occupied by the lakes when more widely expanded in 
certain directions than now, and became covered with stratified 
clays and sands, which were spread out at the bottoms of the old 
water bodies. The depth of this covering is frequently from forty 
to sixty feet, but its maximum thickness is unknown. 

The superficial deposits just referred to conceal by far the 
greater portion of the underlying hard-rock topography, as it may 
be conveniently termed. Could this covering be stripped off, the 
surfaces of the rocks beneath would reveal the broader features, 
and in many instances the smaller valleys, hills and ridges which 
gave expression to the land before the coming of the glaciers. 
This buried surface of hard rock, consisting mostly of sandstone, 
shale and limestone, retains to a considerable extent the topo- 
graphic features that resulted from erosion previous to the Glacial 
epoch, and furnishes evidence as to the changes which inscribed 
their records on the surface of the land in pre-glacial time. 

In places the hard rocks project above the mantle of superficial 
material spread over them, and at other localities streams have cut 
down their channels through the surface layer so as to expose the 
rocks beneath. Then, too, hundreds of borings made in quest of 
coal, oil, gas, water, salt, etc., furnish valuable information concern- 
ing the depth of the superficial covering, and consequently in refer- 
ence to the shape of the surface on which it rests. 

The bold escarpment of limestone with shale beneath, which 
occurs adjacent to the southern shore of Lake Ontario, and a 
similar line of cliffs along the south side of Lake Erie, are remnants 
of topographic forms that existed previous to the Glacial epoch. 
The faces and edges of these escarpments are smoothed and 
striated in such a manner as to show that they offered stubborn 
resistance to the ice currents which came against them from the 
north. Other ridges and hills on the border of Lake Superior fur- 
nish additional data of the same nature. Some knowledge is thus 
had concerning the bolder topographic features of the Lake Region 
during the earlier portion of its history. Many of the wells that 
have been drilled through the sheet of surface material reveal the 
presence of narrow cafnon-like channels and valleys in the hard 
rock beneath, where the present surface shows only a plain or a 
gently undulating surface. Sufficient evidence of the nature just 
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indicated has been obtained to show that the land in the Lake 
Region previous to the Glacial epoch was of mild relief, but had 
been eroded by streams into a system of broad valleys now occu- 
pied in part by the Gre'at Lakes, to which many deep, narrow 
stream-cut channels conducted the waters falling on the adjacent 
uplands. In brief, the land was not only well drained, but pre- 
sented the characteristic features of old topography. Throughout 
much, and probably the whole of the Laurentian Basin, at the time 
referred to, the relief was similar to that characteristic of a certain 
portion of the upper Mississippi Basin at the present day, where 
broad, nearly flat-bottomed valleys, bordered by bold rock-escarp- 
ments, intervene between rolling but well-drained uplands. In 
fact, in what is known as the " driftless area" in Wisconsin and 
Minnesota, embracing some iO,ooo square miles, we have a remnant 
of pre-glacial topography not modified by ice action. 

The length of time to which the land was subjected to weather- 
ing and erosion previous to the Glacial epoch cannot be measured 
in years, but was surely great. This is 'shown not only by the topo- 
graphic forms produced by the slowly-acting erosive-agencies, but 
by the absence of rocks of late geological age. With the exception 
of a partial submergence of its extreme western portion during 
Cretaceous time, the entire Lake'Region has been a land area since 
the Coal period. During this vast interval embracing probably a 
third or a fourth of the time included in what may be termed authentic 
geological history, the Lake Region in common with probably the 
whole of North America enjoyed a mild if not a sub-tropical climate 
and was clothed with luxuriant forests, including palms, and was 
inhabited by a long succession of strange reptiles and mammals all 
of which are now extinct. 

Of this ancient history of the Lake Region, the only immediate 
records available are furnished by the hard-rock topography. Sedi- 
ments of Tertiary lakes, like those in the far West in which so much 
evidence has been found bearing on the climatic condition of 
America in later geological time and on previous faunas and floras, 
are absent in the country drained by the St. Lawrence. 

The lake Region during Glacial Tirnes.-The fair picture of broad 
valleys, bordered by stream-sculptured uplands and clothed through- 
out with forests comparable with those of the virgin lands of the 
Gulf States, presented by the Lake Region in late Tertiary time, was 
blotted out owing to a climatic change which caused glaciers of vast 
extent to flow from the north and cover it. The previous almost 
tropical luxuriance was replaced by desolation like that which 
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reigns at the present day in central Greenland. An ice sheet many 
hundreds of feet in thickness overspread the land and reached as far 
south as Cincinnati and central Kansas. A change to milder climatic 
conditions caused this first ice sheet to retreat, probably to the north 
of the site of the present Great Lakes, but evidence as to the f-ull 
extent of this recession is lacking. As is well known, another ice 
advance followed the first stage of retreat, or the first interglacial 
stage, as it is termed. Succeeding this second advance, came an- 
other retreat and then a third advance. Each southward movement 
of the ice caused the entire Laurentian basin to be covered. 

The condition of the basins of the Great Lakes during the inter- 
glacial stages of warm climate, is not fully known for the reason 
that subsequent ice advances, in each instance, blotted out such 
records as may have been made. In one locality, however, on the 
north shore of Lake Ontario, near Toronto, there are stratified 
lacustral clays, containing shells of fresh-water mollusks, insects 
and plant remains, which are covered by glacial clays. These records 
show that during one of the latest-interglacial stages, the basin of 
Lake Ontario was free of ice and occupied by a lake. The vegeta- 
tion clothing the northern shore of this lake included species now 
growing in New York and Pennsylvania. 

With the final retreat of the glacial ice from the Laurentian 

basin, what may be termed its modern history began, 
The Lake Region in Post-Glacial Time.-As stated above, the ice 

sheet which covered northeastern North America during its last 
advance, had its southern margin to the south of the southern bor- 
der of the present hydrographic basin of the St. Lawrence. To the 
south of the ice sheet the stream formed by its melting had an un- 
obstructed flow southward. As the ice front retreated, however, 
there came a time when it withdrew to the north of the height-of- 
land now parting the streams flowing northward to Lake Erie, from 
those flowing southward to the Ohio and the Mississippi. This 
divide is an irregular east and west line; the southern border of the 
ice sheet was also an irregular east and west line. As the ice front 

receded, the divide was not uncovered all at once, but gradually, and 
lakes were found in the southern prolongation of the Laurentian 
basin from which the glacial ice was first melted. 

Probably the first of these lakes to come into existence occupied 
the western end of the Erie basin, and overflowed southward through 
a channel beginning where Fort Wayne, Indiana, is now situated, 
and leading to the Mississippi. This lake has been named Lake 
Maumee, for the reason that a large portion of its basin is now 
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drained by Maumee River. It was small at first, but gradually broad- 
ened with the recession of the ice which formed its northeastern 
shore. One stage in its existence is shown on the accompanying 
sketch map, forming Fig. i. The river which flowed from Lake 
Maumee was a mile wide, and the channel it carved is now occupied 
in part by the Wabash. 

FIG. I.-LAKES MAUMEE, CHICAGO AND DULUTH (REDRAWN FROM A MAP BY F. B. TAYLOR). 

Soon after Lake Maumee came into existence, as has been shown 
by F. B. Taylor, C. R. Dryer and others, similar lakes were born at 
the south end of the Michigan basin and at the west end of the 
Superior basin. These lakes and the rivers that drained them are 
also represented on the map reproduced above. The three lakes 
thus far considered, were independent of each other, and were sit- 
uated at different levels and all discharged southward to the Mis- 

. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. . . .. 

SiSSippi. 
The ice front continuing to recede, there came a time when land 

to the northwest of the site of Detroit was uncovered, and an out- 
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let for the waters of Lake Maumee, lower than the Fort Wayne out- 
let, became available. Lake Maumee then discharged to Lake 
Chicago, across southern Michigan, and its water surface fell about 

. ... 

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~9 

.. .. 

twenty-five feet. After this change the water-body in the western 
end of the Erie basin was greatly changed, and became essentially 
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a new lake. The recession of the ice northward allowed the waters 
to expand, and a still lower outlet across Michigan was uncovered. 
For this stage in the condition of the water-body in the western 
parts of the Erie basin the name Lake Whittlesey has been given, as 
shown on the map forming Fig. 2. 

At this time Lake Chicago was also much enlarged, although 
still discharging across its southern rim through the broad channel 
now occupied in part by Des Plaines and Illinois rivers. Another 
marginal lake existed at this time in Saginaw valley. 

As has been described by Taylor, at the next step in the retreat 
of the ice front, Lake Whittlesey fell and blended with Lake Sagi- 
naw. This new combination is called Lake Warren. The outlines 
of this lake also slowly changed with the recession of the ice, and 
at one stage had the general characteristics shown in the map form- 
ing Fig. 3. Many other modifications occurred in the lakes held in 
by the glacial dams, but it is not possible to follow these minor 
changes at this time. 

FIG. 3.-LAKES CHICAGO AND WARREN: OUTLET AT CHICAGO (MAP BY F. B. TAYLOR). * 

At a considerably later stage in the retreat of the ice, the Mo- 
hawk valley in New York became uncovered, and the great lake 
formed by the expansion of several water-bodies like those briefly 
described above, found an outlet through the Mohawk-Hudson val- 
ley and the former outlet at Chicago was abandoned. As stated by 
Taylor, the discharge of Lake Warren then turned eastward and the 

* The name Labrador ice-sheet used in this map is synonymous with Lauren/ide 
ice-sheet on accompanying map. 
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level of the waters fell so as to uncover the land between Lake 
Huron and Lake Erie. Across this area, now included in Ontario, 
the waters of the western lakes began to flow. With the drawing 

. ..... 
.... 

j. .. 
' . .. 

04 

off of the waters through the Mohawk valley, the lake in the 
Ontario basin fell below the level of Lake Erie and Niagara River 
with its magnificent cataract came into existence. About the same 
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time, or soon after the fall of Lake Warren, the ice had so far with- 
drawn from the northern basins as to allow the waters of Lakes 
Michigan and Huron to unite as one lake with its outlet through 
the St. Clair river to Lake Erie. This great lake named Lake 
Algonquin is shown on the map forming Fig. 4. The contemporary 
lake in the Ontario basin was larger than the present Lake Ontario, 
and is known as Lake Iroquois. 

An interesting stage in the history of the Laurentian basin is 
illustrated by the map forming Fig. 4, when, owing to movements in 
the land, Lake Algonquin discharged through the valley now oc- 
cupied by Trent River. This old channel, in common with others 
of a similar character, will be referred to later in connection with 
the influence of the geography of the Lake Region on travel and 
commerce. 

At a still later stage in the changes we are reviewing, the ice 
withdrew so as to uncover the channel now occupied by the St. Law- 
rence, and a pre-glacial avenue of drainage of great antiquity became 
available. The water surface of Lake Iroquois fell, the Mohawk Val- 
ley as an avenue of discharge for the drainage of the Great Lakes 
was abandoned, and the modern St. Lawrence River came into ex- 
istence. The St. Lawrence follows in general the course occupied 
by a greater St. Lawrence, which drained certainly a large portion 
of the Lake Region in pre-glacial time. The northeastern portion 
of the continent, for a long period during its pre-glacial history, 
was higher than now by at least 6oo or I,ooo feet. The conti- 
nental border was then about two hundred miles east of Nova 
Scotia, and the mouth of the Greater St. Lawrence, as has been 
shown especially by J. W. Spencer, was well to the east of Cape 
Breton. The Greater St. Lawrence and its principal branches were 
long lived and deeply entrenched themselves. In post-glacial time 
a subsidence of the land allowed the sea to encroach on the border 
of the continent, and the entire extent of the Greater St. Law- 
rence, the Ontario basin, and a portion of the Ottawa Valley were in 
direct communication with the sea. At this same stage a narrow 
strait connected the valleys of Lake Champlain and Hudson River, 
thus making New England an island. This stage in the history is 
indicated on the map forming Fig. 5. 

All of the valleys, submerged by the subsidence of the land after 
the retreat of the glaciers, had been excavated in pre-glacial time 
to a depth greater than they now have. The broader features in 
what has been termed the hard-rock topography, brought into 
prominence by this submergence, speak as forcibly as do the broad 
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basins in the central and western portions of the Lake Region, of 
the great amount of erosion the land underwent before the coming 
of the glaciers, and of the immense length of time during which its 
surface has been above the sea. 

z 

z a 

Subsequent to the stage indicated in Fig. 5 the land again rose, but 
not to its previous altitude, and the Ontario and Champlain basins 
were converted into seas occupied by ocean waters. The flooding out 
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of the salt water has converted these basins into fresh-water lakes. 
The rise of the land referred to was not sufficient to reclaim the St. 
Lawrence and Hudson valleys completely, and in the former tide- 
water now reaches nearly to Montreal and in the latter to Troy. 

By referring to Fig. 5, it will be seen that at the stage in this 
long history there represented, the basins now occupied by Lakes 
Huron, Michigan and Superior discharged their surplus water 
through the channel of the Ottawa; movements in the land having 
diverted the drainage of these basins from the St. Clair River and 
Lake Erie. During this time, as has been shown by Taylor and 
others, Niagara Falls lost much of their grandeur. 

We speak with confidence concerning the movements in the 
earth's crust which caused the old lakes to shift their place of dis- 
charge, since similar movements are now known to be in progress. 
The recent change referred to, as has been shown especially by G. 
K. Gilbert, is of the nature of a downward tilting of the region oc- 
cupied by the Great Lakes toward the southwest or an upward tilt- 
ing toward the northeast at a mean rate of .42 of one foot per I00 

miles in a century. The bed of the old outlet at Chicago, at the sum- 
mit of the pass, is but 8 feet above the mean level of Lake Michigan 
and 5 feet above the highest stage of the lake recorded in recent 
years. The present rate of land movement continuing, the lake 
during high water stages will reach the pass in 500 or 6oo years, 
in i,ooo years the discharge will occur at ordinary water stages, 
and after I,500 will be continuous. In 2,500 years Niagara will 
have become an intermittent stream, and in 3,000 years all of its 
waters will have been diverted to the Chicago outlet. 

As may be gathered from this hasty review, the basins of the 
Great Lakes as they now exist, owe their origin not to a single 
cause, but to the combined action of at least four agencies. These 
are: stream erosion which excavated broad depressions; move- 
ments in the earth's crust, which tilted the rocks so as to obstruct 
the free drainage of the valleys; glacial erosion, and what is of 
more importance, the deposits made by the invading ice sheets. 
When the glaciers finally withdrew the surface of the region they 
occupied, more especially in a belt about a hundred miles in general 
width along its southern margin, was left with a heavy covering of 
boulder clay, gravel, etc. This covering modified the direction of 
the streams in many ways, and caused not only the larger valleys 
to be dammed, but gave origin to thousands of smal! lakes. The 
former streams were thrown out of their previously deeply eroded 
channels in many instances, and had to begin their tasks anew. 
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These rejuvenated streams have, as yet, made but little advance in 
the work of cutting down their channels to the level of the still 
water into which they flow, and are characterized by the presence 
of innumerable water-falls and rapids. 

The land drained by the St. Lawrence is, for this reason, a 
region of cascades. The grandest of these, Niagara, has cut back 
a cafion about seven miles long, but all of this task was not per- 
formed since the lowering of the surface of Lake Warren. Niagara 
is too well known, from the writings of Gilbert, Taylor and others, 
to require special attention at this time. Its magnificence detracts 
from the attention that would otherwise be given to the many pic- 
turesque cascades, especially of New York and Canada, which came 
into existence at about the same time as its own birth, and have 
somewhat similar histories. 

This abundance of water power, left as one of the many inherit- 
ances from the Glacial epoch, has led to the establishment of nu- 
merous factories, and the growth of villages and towns; and for 
this reason the influence of the Glacial epoch on industrial arts is 
nearly as important as its bearing on agriculture and commerce. 

Immediately surrounding the Great Lakes in many places, as, for 
example, in the Maumee Valley, at the head of Saginaw Bay, over 
much of Ontario, etc., there are broad tracts of nearly level land 
left bare by the recession of the former water-bodies. These flat 
areas are underlain, as previously stated, by a considerable depth 
of stratified clay, which was deposited as sediment from the ancient 
lakes. 

INFLUENCE OF GEOGRAPHICAL CONDITIONS ON EXPLORATION 
AND SETTLEMENT. 

The numerous geographical changes briefly sketched in the pre- 
ceding pages, left the Lake Region with certain pronounced char- 
acteristics, which have had a direct and intimate bearing on the 
lives not only of its aboriginal inhabitants, but of European immi- 
grants as well. The geographical features of most marked impor- 
tance in this connection are those due to (i) pre-glacial stream- 
erosion, (2) glacial deposition, (3) post-glacial stream-erosion, and 
(4) movements in the earth's crust. The first established the gen- 
eral courses of the great rivers, both within the present basin of the 
St. Lawrence, and on its borders, and produced the broad valleys, 
since dammed and converted into lakes; the second spread a deep 
mantle of broken and comminuted rock debris over the entire area, 
partially filling the valleys and obstructing their drainage; the third 
led to the excavations of many valleys, especially those occupied 
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by the streams draining ice-dammed lakes; and the fourth produced 
important changes in the lakes, and caused the sea to invade the 
low lands in the eastern part of the Lake Region. 

The main influence of these many changes on the aborigines was 
of course in the production of the Great Lakes, on the shore of 
which many Indian tribes had their homes. The lines of communi- 
cation furnished by the valley and streams, the fishes of the lakes 
and rivers, the forests on the land, with their abundant animal life, 
and to a limited extent, the favorable condition as respects soil and 
climate for agriculture, all had a direct bearing on the lives and 
development of the uncivilized tribes, but may be better illustrated 
by the rapid advance and marvellous growth of European colonies. 

Of the main geog-raphical features referred to above, the last, 
namely, the drowning of the St. Lawrence valley by an advance of 
the sea far inland, was the first to exert its influence on the history 
of civilization. 

In 1534, Cartier entered the broad estuary of the St. Lawrence 
and ascended it with his ships as far as the site of Quebec. Con- 
tinuing his explorations in open boats, he succeeded in reaching 
the bold mountain at the base of which Montreal noyv stands. The 
lhope of discovering the much-sought-for northwest passage was 
blighted when tide-water was passed, and the great river of which 
the estuary is a continuation was entered. 

A minor influence of topography orl both native peoples and on 
French exploration and settlement, is illustrated by the fact that 
Cartier found an Indian village at the mouth of the Saguenay, 
another at the site of Quebec, and a third where Montreal has since 
been built. Each of these localities also marks a stage in the travels 
of the first band of Europeans to see the beautiful shores of the 
St. Lawrence. The Indian village known to the French as Tadousac, 
at the mouth of the Saguenay, and Hochelaga, at the junction of the 
Ottawa with its master stream, were in the days of Indian warfare, 
as at the present time, strategic localities, which commanded lines 
of travel branching from the St. Lawrence highway. What was 
probably equally determinative in the selection of those village 
sites as well as the one where Quebec now stands, was the occur- 
rence of conspicuous land marks at each locality. Although the 
promontories referred to do not appear themselves to have been 
occupied by Indian villages, they no doubt afforded look-out sta- 
tions, and were besides mile-stones in river navigation and definite 
localities in the wilderness, easy of description and location, and 
suitable for meeting places. In traversing a region of generally 
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mild relief, as all travellers in a wild country are aware, an isolated 
promontory attracts one toward it, even if he has no definite aim in 

view. Even without special arrangement prominent land-marks 

determine halting places. For these several reasons Indians trav- 
elling in their canoes centuries ago determined the sites of the great 

cities of Canada. 
Following Cartier came Champlain, who greatly extended the 

claims of France in the New World. In I609, he discovered the 

splendid lake now bearing his name, reaching it by way of the 

ancient valley through which its waters flow to the St. Lawrence. 

This line of communication leading from the St. Lawrence to the 

Hudson, which was excavated by a river in pre-glacial time, and 

occupied by the sea after the last retreat of the glaciers, was first 

traversed from tide-water in the St. Lawrence estuary to tide- 

water in the Hludson estuary by Father Jogues, one of the most in- 
trepid of Jesuit missionaries. Later, it became a well-trodden route 

for French and English both in times of peace and war. Its im- 

portance in war is recorded by Ticonderoga, Bemis Heights and 

Saratoga. Commerce and travel have followed the paths marked 

out by natural conditions for Indian war parties and French and 

English armies. Railroads and canals now connect the St. Law- 

rence and Hudson estuaries by way of this historic pass. 
In I613, the first white man, Father Joseph Le Caron, ascended 

the Ottawa, and was followed the same year by Champlain, who 

made a second journey by the same route a year later, and dis- 

covered Lake Huron. This line of travel, from Montreal up the 

Ottawa to Lake Nipissing and thence down French River to the 

" Mer Douce," it will be remembered, ascends the course of one of 

the outlet streams of Lake Algonquin. This route, although beset 

with many difficulties, it is safe to say would not have been available 

even for canoe navigation but for the work done by the river that 

formerly flowed along it and prepared a way by which the Indians 

of the Northwest ?ould avoid their enemies, the Iroquois, who 

occupied central New York and made travelling dangerous on Lakes 
Ontario and Erie. This same Ottawa route, cutting across the 
great detour made by the waters of the Upper Great Lakes at the 

present day in order to make their plunge over the Niagara escarp- 
ment, was chosen in recent years for the trans-continental railroad 

of Canada. The valley of the Trent, once the outlet of Lake 
Algonquin, was traversed by Champlain and his Indian allies, while 

on his way to attack the stronghold of the Iroquois in northern 

New York. In I64I, Father Jogues, undaunted by his previous 
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experience among the Mohawk Indians, reached Sault Ste. Marie. 
The importance of the line of travel then discovered, and the great 
influence it has had on the commerce and development of the entire 
Northwest, will be more fully considered in advance. 

Fathers Marquette and Joliet, in returning eastward after their 
arduous journey which made known the upper Mississippi, ascended 
what are now known as Illinois and Des Plaines Rivers, and reached 
the south end of Lake Michigan by way of the old river channel, 
carved by the waters flowing south from the Michigan basin. The 
divide left when the waters of Lake Warren were diverted from the 
outlet at the present site of Chicago to the Mohawk, as we have 
seen, is low, only eight feet at th-e summit above the normal stage 
of Lake Michigan. Accounts that have come down to us show that 
during the early settlement of northern Illinois this old outlet was 
so nearly restored during unusually high stages of the streams, that 
canoes and even rafts of logs could be taken through it. This 
channel, initialed by the stream flowing from Lake Chicago, was a 
much frequented portage in the days of canoes long before the 
coming of the French, and since that time has never ceased to 
increase in importance as a commercial thoroughfare. It is now 
being deepened and made suitable as a drainage canal for Chicago, 
and will no doubt in the near future become an important link in 
the waterway between the Mississippi and the St. Lawrence. As 
we have already noted, geologists have foretold the date at which 
this long-abandoned river bed will again be occupied if the slow 
changes in progress are not modified. 

The river supplied by Lake Maumee carved a broad channel lead- 
ing west from the present site of Fort Wayne, and as in the case of 
the similar stream flowing from Lake Chicago, furnished a favorite 
route for Indian travel. This was the easiest and best route for 
canoe navigation between Lake Erie and the region drained by the 
Mississippi. This same portage was used by the French and 
English during colonial days, and later, was included in one of the 
first railroad-routes to the West, and is still one of the great rail- 
road thoroughfares of America. In northern Ohio and central 
New York there were several small lakes during the earlier stages 
of the final retreat of the ice of the Glacial epoch, of the same 
general character as Lake Maumee. Although no mention of these 
lakes was inade in the brief sketch of the geographical history of 
the Lake Region previously given in this essay, yet, as is well known, 
their outflowing waters cut deep trenches across the divide now 
parting the waters flowing northward from those finding their way 
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southward to the Ohio, Susquehanna, etc. These passes are known 
to have been used by Indians, and especially by the Iroquois, in 
making raids into the lands of their enemies at the south. In these 
modern days of railroads, these same routes are in several instances 
traversed by shining bands of steel which unite the commerce of 
the North and South. 

The most important of the outlet channels of the old lakes pre- 
vious to the re-occupation of the St. Lawrence valley, was by way 
of the Mohawk and the Hudson. The valleys of these rivers are of 
ancient date, and have furnished the lines of stream transportation 
down which vast quantities of sediment have been carried from the 
land to form new deposits in the sea. The glaciers modified these 
old river-valleys to some extent by abrading their walls and bot- 
toms, but the greatest changes produced by the ice occupation are 
due to the deposition of clay, boulders and other glacial refuse. 
Later, the rivers flowing from Lake Warren and from Lake Iroquois 
removed some of the material left by the glaciers, especially in the 
valley of the Mohawk, and made it more serviceable as a line of 
communication between the East and the West. 

The Mohawk valley furnishes the only broad, low pass across 
the mountain belt adjacent to the Atlantic, south of the St. Law- 

rence, until, in Georgia, the southern end of the Appalachians is 
reached. This natural thoroughfare played an important part in 
the relations of Indian tribes, and, as history shows, exerted what 

may be termed a negative influence on the spread and inter- 

relations of French and English colonies. The Mohawk valley and 

the plateau of central New York failed to influence the growth of 
the European colonies in the manner that might be expected from 
purely geographical considerations, for the reason that they were 
occupied by the most intractable and warlike tribes of Indians on 
the American continent. The Iroquois filled this gap in the 
mountains, and during the most critical period of colonial history 
separated the French from the English as effectually as did the 
rugged mountains to the southeast and northwest of their densely- 
forested hunting-grounds. 

When once the power of the Iroquois was broken, the valley of 
the Mohawk invited the English colonists, and a tide of immigra- 
tion which has not yet ceased, began to flow through it. The work 
of the river that drained Lakes Warren and Iroquois lightened the 
task of the engineers who planned the routes of the Erie Canal and 
the New York Central Railroad. Far-reaching plans for a deep 
waterway connecting the Great Lakes with the Atlantic, through 
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this thoroughfare and uniting the North with the South and the 
East with the West, are now being matured. 

Even this brief outline of the intimate connection between geo- 
graphical and human history, as illustrated by the region under 
review, is sufficient, I think, to show that in many ways the desti- 
nies of nations and the march of civilization have been directed and 
modified by seemingly unimportant geographical changes, initiated 
thousands of years before white men came upon the stage of action. 
But for the deep trench cut by the Greater St. Lawrence, French 
explorers would not have been able to make known the region of 
the Great Lakes before colonies were established on the New 
England coast. We cannot say that America would not have been 
fought over by Spain, France and England had there been no 
passes through the mountains bordering the Atlantic and no Glacial 
epoch, but the course of events under such conditions would cer- 
tainly have been far different from what we now find recorded 
in history. The influence of the Appalachian Mountains in re- 
stricting the spread of the English colonies westward, and of the 
St. Lawrence estuary and the Great Lakes in inviting the French 
to extend their settlements indefinitely, is indicated by the dates 
of a few pregnant events in American history. For example, 
Cartier reached the site of Montreal, a thousand miles from the 
sea, in 1534, before more than a beginning had been made by the 
English in tracing the outline of the Atlantic coast, and seventy- 
three years before the planting of a colony at Jamestown; Detroit 
was founded in 1701, or fifteen years previous to the crossing 
of the Appalachians by Governor Spotswood. This much-lauded 
but tardy excursion of the Governor of Virginia occurred thirty-four 
years after La Salle had navigated the Mississippi from Illinois to 
the Gulf of Mexico. Many other intimate connections between the 
geographical history of America and the welfare of our ancestors 
and ourselves might be enumerated. These connections are not 
only broad and far-reaching, but in numerous instances have a 
direct and tangible bearing on minor events. Manufacturing towns 
have sprung up where pre-glacial streams were turned from their 
courses so as to furnish water-power; the drowning of river val- 
leys has led to the growth of great cities at the heads of estuaries; 
ancient river valleys have furnished passes for canals and rail- 
roads; former lake-beds afford broad, level farm-lands; the ter- 
races of deeply gravel-filled valleys have been chosen as sites for 
villages and cities; ancient valleys, dammed by glacial deposits, have 
been converted into lakes with a wealth of fish life, which afford 
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unrivaled ways for commerce-these and a thousand other connec- 
tions between the present and the past, many of them still unrecog- 
nized by historians and statesmen, have guided the affairs of nations 
and to-day influence the routine of our lives. 

MINERAL RESOURCES. 

The various stores of what are termed mineral wealth in the 
Lake Region had but little importance to the Indians. Native 
copper was mined in a rude manner from natural outcrops; flint 
was obtained from loose boulders for arrow points and spear heads; 
ochres were used for paint; mica for personal decoration; clay was 
manufactured into rude pottery; and certain soft rocks were utilized 
for pipes. This brief catalogue could perhaps be slightly extended, 
but an exhaustive study would fail to show that the Aborigines had 
more than a slight knowledge of the marvellous mineral resources 
of their broad domain. With the advance of civilization greater 
and greater demands have been made on the stores of material and 
energy accumulated in the earth's crust. 

In the Lake Region, the rocks, especially limestone, sandstone, 
granite and basalt, furnish an inexhaustible supply of building 
stone and road metal. Clays are abundant for the manufacture of 

all the coarser kinds of pottery and for tiles, bricks, etc. Kaolin 
is known to exist, but has not been utilized. Extensive deposits 
of marl and clay are available for cement. Limestone and gypsum 
are largely employed in New York, Ohio and Michigan for lime 
and plaster. Hydraulic limestone is quarried on an extensive scale 
at Buffalo. Salt occurs in vast quantities in New York, Ontario 
and Michigan, and is the basis of a great industry; in I894 the 

output was in the neighborhood of twelve million barrels. Chem- 
ical works near Detroit, with millions of dollars invested, are pro- 
ducing sodium carbonate. Phosphates for fertilizers are mined in 

the crystalline rocks of Canada, and the same terranes yield gold 
in considerable quantities, although small in amount in comparison 
with many other regions in America. Coal seams occur in the 
southern peninsula of Michigan, but although giving promise of 
important development in the near future, now yield less than 

100,OOO tons a year. Gas and oil fields in Ontario and north- 

western Ohiio are well within the Laurentian basin. None of the 
industries based on the geological resources just mentioned, how- 

ever, have reached the development of which they are capable. 
There sources of wealth may be said to be held in reserve for future 

generations. 
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The great industries which draw their raw materials from the 
geological resources of the Lake Region centre about its vast iron 
and copper deposits. 

The principal iron mines, not considering for the present the 
red ores of the Clinton rocks from New York westward to Wis- 
consin, or the much more important magnetite deposits of the 
crystalline rocks of New York, are the vast beds of hematite and 
magnetite on the south shore of Lake Superior, and similar but as 
yet undeveloped ores in adjacent portions of Canada. 

The deposits of native copper on the south shore of Lake Superior 
have made Michigan not only the leading copper-producing centre 
in the United States, but given her a controlling voice in the copper 
markets of the world. With the copper occur minor quantities of 
native silver. 

The production of both iron and copper has been increasing 
ever since their development began, and there is no evidence that 
the maximum has been reached. The sdpply seems to be regulated 
solely by the demand. The above statements may perhaps seem 
too sanguine, but I believe are fully sustained by statistics which 
show that the copper mines of Michigan produced IOI,4IO,277 
pounds of copper in I890. The iron ores shipped from Michigan 
and Minnesota in i895 amounted to 89,678,897 tons, or considerably 
more than one-half of the total production of the United States for 
the same year. 

AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES. 

The agricultural resources of the Lake Region are too well 
known to require extended description at this time. The fairest 
portions of New York and Ontario, the former the most productive 
of the northeastern States, and the latter the richest province of 
Canada, lie within the area draining to Lakes Ontario and Erie. 
Northern Ohio, small portions of Indiana and Illinois, nearly the 
whole southern peninsula of Michigan, and the eastern portion of 
Wisconsin need but to be named to show the great agricultural 
interests to which space denies consideration. 

The basis of this vast agricultural development, the greatest 
source of wealth and strength of the Lake Region, lies, first, in the 
rich and varied soil left by the glacial invasion, and, second, in the 
climate which is tempered to a marked degree by the equalizing 
influences of the Great Lakes. 

Owing largely to the warming of the air in winter by the slow 
escape of heat from the Great Lakes, and the cooling effect of the 
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same water bodies in summer, by evaporation which supplies moist- 
ure to the air when most needed, the agricultural region just re- 
ferred to is also a highly productive fruit-growing area. The 
apples, peaches, pears, grapes, etc., and berries of various kinds, 
grown on the shores of the Great Lakes, are unsurpassed in per- 
fection of form and richness of flavor by any other portion of 
America. 

FORESTS. 

In its natural state practically the whole of the land draining to 
the St. Lawrence was forest covered. With the development of 
agriculture and the growth of towns and cities much of the native 
forest has been entirely removed, and the inroads of timber cutters 
have greatly modified those portions which have escaped complete 
destruction. 

A remarkable feature of the primitive forest was the intimate 
commingling of hardwood trees, such as the oak, hickory, black 
walnut, elm, beech, maple, etc., with coniferous trees, of which 
several varieties of pine, spruce, cedar and tamarack were in 
greatest abundance. This meeting of the floras of northern and 
southern lands, owing to favorable soil and climatic conditions, 
rendered the dense forests of the Lake Region unrivalled both in 
beauty and in usefulness by those of any other portion of the con- 
tinent. 

The special characteristic of the primitive forests, so far as the 
interests of lumbermen were concerned, was the vast number and 
large size of the white pines. The forests of Michigan, especially, 
have become renowned for the great quantities of white-pine lumber 
afforded by them. The demand for this valuable wood was so great, 
and was met in such a ruthless manner, that the supply is nearly 
exhausted. In some of the counties of Michigan, which were once 
centres of the lumber trade, a white-pine tree of even average size 
is now a rarity. Since the decline of the pine as a basis of industry, 
other lumber-producing trees have come into demand. Hard wood, 
more especially oak, maple and hickory, is still obtainable and 
largely used, and softer wood, like that of the cottonwood and 
spruce, is now being extensively utilized for wood-pulp and other 
purposes. 

In spite of the wholesale wastefulness that has characterized the 
lumber industry of the Lake Region, there is still hope that scien- 
tific forestry will be able to repair some of the damage that has 
been done, and so rejuvenate the forests that they will meet all 
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legitinmate demands that may be made on them by future genera- 
tions. 

FISHERIES. 

The waters of the Laurentian basin, as well as its land areas, 
yield a harvest for the sustenance of man. The streams and 
smaller lakes abound in fishes of several species such as the bass, 
perch, pickerel, brook trout, etc., valuable, not alone for food, but 
in furnishing sport and recreation for lovers of the rod. The great 
commercial supply of fishes, however, comes from the larger lakes. 

Of the lake fishes the most abundant and the ones of greatest 
value are the trout, white fish, lake herring, pickerel, sturgeon and 
perch. The importance of these fresh-water fisheries as a source 
of food supply is indicated to some extent by the following statis- 
tics, obtained from the U. S. Fish Commission. 

FISHERIES OF THE GREAT LAKES, 1 895. 

Men employed . . . 21,194. 

Fish taken . . . . 99,842,0 76 pounds. 

Value of the fish taken . . $2,69I,866. 

Caviar . . . . . 477,020 pounds. 

Isinglass . . . . 7,257 

Oil . . . . 17,435 gallons. 

To this must be added the similar industry in Canadian waters, 
which makes the total annual product of the Great Lake fisheries 
over $4,500,000 in value. 

The activity with which the fishing industry in the Great Lakes 
has been carried on during recent years, and the lack of fore- 
thought has led to somewhat critical conditions in reference to the 
permanence of the supply. Wasteful methods similar to those 
which characterize the lumber industry already referred to, have 
prevailed in the lakes as well as on the land. But in much the 
same way that scientific forestry gives promise of a reform, which 
will lead to the preservation of the wood-lands still remaining, and 
insure their becoming of continuous value, so scientific methods 
applied to the preservation and continuance of the fisheries will 
guarantee their permanence for generations to come. 

COMMERCE. 

The commerce of the Great Lakes perhaps illustrates better 
than any other industry not only the remarkable prosperity of the 
regions bordering on these fresh-water seas, but its rate of increase 
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furnishes a sure promise of a still more marvellous growth in the 
near future. 

The first sailing vessel to be built on these inland waters was 
Le Griffn, constructed under La Salle's direction in I679. Prac- 
tically, however, the commerce of the Great Lakes did not begin 
until more than a century later, and received its greatest impetus 
in 1835, when steam was introduced. 

Statistics are here more eloquent than words. The following 
table, showing the commerce which passed north and south through 
Detroit River in I889, tells its own story: 

COMMERCE OF THE DETROIT RIVER, I 889. 
Vessels passing, 32,415. Tonnage, 19,646,ooo. 

Three times the foreign trade of New York. 
io,OOO,ooo tons in excess of foreign trade of all United States 

ports. 
3,000,000 tons in excess of foreign and coast trade of London 

and Liverpool. 
COMMERCE OF DETROIT RIVER, I894.- 

Vessels passing, 34,800. Tonnage, 26,120,000. 

The present importance and the promise of future growth of 
the commerce of the Great Lakes may be illustrated from another 
point of view. The shipping of the world is estimated at 
18,240,000 tons; of this 4,769,020 tOlns belong to the United 
States, and of these I,483,068 tons are to be credited to the Great 
Lakes. In 1897, vessels aggregating ii6,937 tons were launched 
at the ship yards of Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, and other lake 
-ports;- while the increase to the shipping at both the Atlantic and 
Pacific ports of the United States, amounted to II5,296 tons. The 
total American steam tonnage has increased 816,ooo tons during 
the last ten years; 590,000 tons of that increase belong to the 
lakes. To-day there are on the lakes 2,I20 steam and 1,324 sailing 
vessels, under the American flags, and 748 steam and 556 sailing 
vessels belonging to Canada. In addition there are about 3,000 
fishing-smacks, yachts and other small craft. Additional data in 
this same connection may be found in a highly instructive article 
by F. W. Fitzpatrick in The -Cosmopolitan for May, I898. 

The reports of the Deep Waterway Association and of the Deep 
Waterways Commission furnish a means for constructing a curve 
to show graphically the rate of increase in the number of vessels 
engaged in the lake trade during the present decade, their tonnage, 
character and value of their freight, etc. Such a curve would show 
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a rapidly increasing rise throughout, with a marked upward tend- 
ency especially during the past ten years. In connection with this 
promise of still greater developments to come, there is the con- 
fident expectation that the Great Lakes will soon be connected 
with the Atlantic by deep waterways suitable for ocean-going 
steamers, and also with the steamboat navigation of the Mississippi. 

DEEP WATERWAYS. 

The national importance of the commerce of the Great Lakes 
has led to the consideration of wide-reaching plans for a deep 
waterway connection between these fresh-water seas and the 
Atlantic. 

Such an outlet for the commerce of the Great Lakes is desir- 
able, not only to secure cheaper rates for the transportation of 
grain produced in its southwestern part of the Laurentian basin 
and the far vaster wheat lands of the Upper Mississippi Valley and 
adjacent portions of Canada, and to afford a wider market for the 
ores and forest products of the Lake Superior region, but also for 
the greater development of the already extensive shipbuilding in- 
dustries of the lake cities. 

A beginning in the way of connecting the fresh with the- salt 
seas has already been begun by the building of the Erie Canal, and 
by a series of still deeper canals constructed by the Canadian Gov- 
ernment. Lakes Erie and Ontario, as is well known, are now 
united by Welland Canal, which is one link in a system embracing 
several canals between Lake Ontario and Montreal, by which vessels 
drawing about nine feet of water may pass to and fro between the 
St. Lawrence estuary and the Great Lakes. In these improvements 
the Canadian Government has already expended over sixty million 
dollars. Since the construction of the Welland Canal the tonnage 
of the lake shipping has so vastly increased that at the present 
time what may be considered as the normal sized vessels used on 
the Great Lakes, for either freight or passenger carriage, are 
denied not only an outlet to the ocean, but cannot pass between 
Lakes Erie and Ontario. 

In order to facilitate lake commerce, and with a view also to an 
ultimate communication with the ocean, far-reaching plans of har- 
bor and river improvements have been under way for many years 
by the United States Government. The rivers connecting Lakes 
Superior and Huron and Lakes Huron and Erie, have been deep- 
ened in places and canals excavated, so that at the present day 
vessels drawing 21 feet of water can pass from any one of the 
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upper Great Lakes to any other, but as yet Lake Ontario is shut 
out of this system. 

The most important of the improvements just referred to are at 
the outlet of Lake Superior. St. Mary's River there makes a steep 
descent of 2I feet, forming the rapids known as Sault Ste. Marie. 
These falls were a serious hindrance even to canoe navigation, and 
necessitated a portage of about one mile. To obviate this difficulty 
a canal, 2,580 feet long and provided with a lock 8 feet 9 inches 
wide, was constructed on the Canadian side of the river in I777-78, 

but so far as can be learned was in operation but a short time. 
Remains of this, the first canal in the Lake Region, are still to be 
seen. The next step in the improvement of navigation between 
Lakes Superior and Huron was the construction of a tramway on 
the American side, previous to i850, for the transfer of goods and 
also for the portage of small boats. Oxen were used to move boats 
over the tramway, which was the first " ship railway," if it can be 
dignified by the name, in America. 

In I853, a ship canal was begun by the State of Michigan, and 
completed in I855. This canal was 5,400 feet long, ioo feet wide 
and I2 feet deep, and was provided with two locks each 350 feet 
long, 70 feet wide and with ][I' feet of water on the sills. The 
ownership of this canal with its locks, etc., was transferred to the 
United States Government in i88i. Improvements were then 
made and a new lock finished. This lock, still in operation, is 
515 feet long between the gates, 8o feet wide, narrowing to 6o feet 
at the gates, and has 17 feet of water on the sills under normal 
conditions. At times, however, vessels drawing over I41 feet of 
water cannot pass. This lock was completed in i88i, and cost 
$2,I50,000. 

The growth of commerce soon demanded a deeper canal at the 
Sault, and in I896 a third lock was completed, now known as the 
" Poe Lock," in honor of the distinguished engineer who had charge 
of the work. This new lock, built on the site of the old State- 
Lock, is 8oo feet long, I00 feet wide, and has a depth of 2I feet of 
water on the sills of the gates. It cost over $s,ooo,ooo. 

Rivalry between American and Canadian interest made it desir- 
able to have a canal on the Canadian side of the Sault, and in [895 
the Canadian Government finished the construction of a canal 
with a lock similar to the Poe. Lock, at a cost of about $4,000,000. 

The importance of the commerce passing the St. Mary's Falls 
canal previous to the opening of the Poe and Canadian locks, is 
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shown below, together with certain comparisons with the commerce 
of the Suez Canal. 

ST. MARY'S FALLS CANAL AND SUEZ CANAL, I894. 

St. Mary's, open . ...........a.. 234 days 
Suez, open .365 days 
St. Mary's; No, of Vessels passing ... I4,491 

Tonnage ...... . . .... .. 13,110,366 

Suez; No. of Vessels passing .. 3,352 

Tonnage .....8 . ......5 8,3g I05 

St. Mary's in excess of Suez ............ II, 139 vessels 
St. Mary's in excess of Suez .......... 5,071, 26I tonnage 
St. Mary's, I897; Vessels passing ....... I8,615 

Tonnage ................... I6,299,06I 

Some idea of the character and value of the freight passing the 
Soo " may be obtained from the following statistics: 

ST. MARY's FALLS CANAL, I895. 
Number of Vessels passing .......... I7,956 
Registered Tonnage ............ I 6,8o6,78I tons 

Freight ............ I5,062,580 tons 

VALUE OF FREIGHT. 

Coal.............................. $6,993,351 
Flour ............ 33,386,632 
Wheat ............ 30,041,863 

Grain, other than Wheat ...........4. ,I64,374 
Manufactured Iron ..3,863, I 50 
Pig Iron . 346,788 
Salt . 202,439 

Copper ................... ........ 2I,490,400 
Lumber . ..... 8,888,400 
Silver Ore and Bullion .............. II,200 

Building Stone ................. 238,760 
Unclassified Freight ................ 27,798,480 

Total ................. $I1. *I59,575,II9 

The comparisons just made between the commerce of the " Soo" 
and of the Suez canal, however, are misleading in certain respects. 
For example, the voyages of the vessels passing between the Medi- 
terranean and the Red Sea are much longer than those of the vessels 
plying to and from Lake Superior. The important difference 
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between " long and short hauls" here comes in. Again, the vessels 
engaged in the traffic of the Suez Canal are much larger on the 
average than those of the lakes, and their freight is of a higher 
grade, and of much greater value per ton. When one has all of 
these qualifying facts in mind, however, the vast importance of the 
commerce of the Great Lakes does not suffer from being contrasted 
with that of the greatest of deepwater ways now in operation. 

The construction of deeper and deeper waterways between Lakes 
Superior and Huront has been followed in each instance by an in- 
crease in commerce and an enlargement of the vessels engaged in 
both passenger and freight transportation. The larger vessels now 
sailing the Great Lakes compare favorably with the best of ocean 
going vessels engaged in similar lines of traffic. The magnificent 
steamers the Northwest and Northland, plying between Buffalo and 
Duluth, a distance of nearly I,000 miles, are each 388 ft. long, 44 
ft. beam, and provided with twin screws and quadruple expansion 
engine of 7,00o indicated horse power. These steamers are hand- 
somely appointed and in every way compare favorably with the 
average Atlantic liner. A voyage on one of them has all the fasci- 
nation of an ocean journey with the inconvenience arising from 
heavy seas largely eliminated. 

The largest freight steamer thus far built on the Great Lakes is 
the William R. Lynn, 420 ft. over all, 48 ft. beam, with a freight 
capacity of 6,8oo tons. 

An increase in depth of water in the locks at Sault Ste. Marie, 
would, in the opinion of competent judges, be immediately followed 
by still greater increase in the 'size of ships engaged in the freight 
traffic. 

The canals and locks at the " Soo " are considered by far-sighted 
engineers and statesmen to be but a link in a chain which will 
ultimately furnish a deep-waterway connection between Lake Supe- 
rior and the Atlantic. The desire to have such a connection made 
has become popular and is now claiming the attention of both the 
Canadian and United States governments. An International Deep 
Waterways Association, holding its first convention at Cleveland in 
I895, was followed by the appointment of a Deep Waterway Com- 
mission by President Cleveland in I897, consisting of James B. 
Angell, John E. Russell and Lyman E. Cooley, for the purpose of 
considering the project of a ship canal from the Great Lakes to the 
Atlantic, in all of its aspects. This Commission has made a pre- 
liminary study of the several routes available, and of some of the 
less extensive improvements necessary to bring all of the Great 
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Lakes into connection with ocean commerce. In the highly im- 
portant report of the Commission a large amount of data bearing on 
the project under consideration has been issued.* A general map 
accompanying the report is reproduced on a reduced scale in Fig. 6. 
Without attempting to give even an abstract of the considera- 
tions bearing on the several routes that have been proposed, I may 
state that what is considered by several competent judges to be at 
the same time the most economical and most beneficial plan, con- 
templates the deepening of the existing waterway between Lakes 
Superior and Huron, and between Lake Huron and Lake Erie, so that 
a vessel drawing 31 feet of water may pass through them. Under this 
plan Lakes Erie and Ontario would have to be connected by a canal 
passing around Niagara Falls and Lake Erie connected with the 
Hudson River near Troy by a canal starting at Ogdensburg, New 
York, and leading to Lake Oneida, then through the Mohawk valley 
to the Hudson. Many considerations also favor an outlet by way 
of the St. Lawrence and a communication between the St. Lawrence 
and the Hudson by way of Lake Champlain. 

These several routes are indicated on the accompanying map, 
but space forbids an attempt to discuss their comparative merits at 
this time. It would be well, however, if the great project of graft- 
ing the commerce of the Laurentian Lakes on to that of the ocean 
could be widely discussed, as it is one to which statesmen as well 
as engineers and financiers will have to give careful consideration 
in the near future. The rate at which the Lake Region, and the 
country adjacent, especially on the south and west, is advancing in 
all that pertains to civilization, is abundant evidence of the desira- 
bility of increasing the facilities for transportation, and thus lessen- 
ing the time and cost of placing the products of the " Old North- 
west" in the markets of the world. 

It is of interest to note that each of the routes to the sea dis- 
cussed by the Deep Waterways Commission has a direct connection 
with the geographical history outlined on the earlier pages of this 
essay. Each route follows a line of ancient drainage, and has been 
influenced by changes in level. The Mohawk route owes its exist- 
ence to the work of ancient streams, but suffered many changes, 
some favoring and others opposing the work of canal construction, 
during and since the Glacial epoch. The excavation performed by 
the river draining Lake Algonquin and more recent water bodies 
of the same general character did much to prepare the way for a 

* Report of the United States Deep Waterway Commission, Washington, I897, 
54th Congress, 2d Session. House of Representatives, Document No. 192. 
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ship-canal, by which the waters of the Ontario basin and the Hudson 
may again be united. The St. Lawrence and Champlain route has 
been modified, especially by the deposition of heavy beds of clay, 
sand and gravel, during the time when the Hudson-Champlain val- 
ley was an arm of the sea. These deposits have partially filled the 
old channels, and, on the whole, lead to conditions which make the 
excavation of a ship-canal more difficult than it would have been 
had a drowning of the old valleys not occurred. 

The fact that the geographical development of the Lake Region 
has, on the whole, been highly favorable for human progress, is 
shown not only by the advantages that have been taken of the 
natural resources and the growth of commerce, but in many other 
ways. Schools, colleges and universities have been established, 
which are doing a splendid work in the way of disseminating knowl- 
edge and stimulating intellectual activity. 

The marvellous advance of the Lake Region in populatioln,wealth 
and intelligence is indicated-at least to all persons who have some 
knowledge of the region-by the statement based on the latest 
census, that it has upwards of eight millions of inhabitants, and 
includes such flourishing cities as Rochester, Syracuse, Toronto, 
Buffalo, Cleveland, Toledo, Detroit, Milwaukee, Chicago, Mar- 
quette and Duluth. 

With the harmony and community of interests that exists be- 
tween Canada and the United States, it is safe to predict that more 
marvellous development of the Lake Region, which, instead of 
dividing, unites these two countries of the same blood, will be wit- 
nessed during the twentieth century than has been attained since 
the days of Cartier, Champlain, Jogues, La Salle, Marquette, Joliet, 
and many other explorers, missionaries and traders, who gave their 
energies, and in many instances their lives, to the task of extend- 
ing the influence of France and the Church. Instead of winning a 
race of barbarians to the Cross, as was the chief aim of the French, 
a way was prepared for a higher and better civilization than the 
world has yet known. 
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